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Abstract This article explores opinions and semantic orientation around fertility and 
parenthood by scrutinizing filtered Italian Twitter data. We propose a novel 
methodological framework relying on Natural Language Processing techniques for 
text analysis and social media corpora development, which is aimed at extracting 
sentiments from texts. A multi-layered manual annotation for exploring sentiment 
and attitudes to fertility and parenthood was applied to Twitter data. The corpus was 
analysed through sentiment and emotion lexicons in order to highlight how affective 
language is used in this domain. It emerges that parents express a generally positive 
attitude towards children, while children are more critical towards parents. The 
corpus constitutes a first step to improve our understanding of attitudes towards 
fertility and parenthood in this kind of contents. 
Abstract L’articolo esplora le opinioni e l'orientamento semantico intorno ai temi 
della fecondità e della genitorialità a partire da un’analisi di dati Twitter italiani. 
Viene proposto un nuovo quadro metodologico basato su tecniche di Natural 
Language Processing per l’analisi del testo e lo sviluppo di corpora linguistici da 
social media, finalizzato a estrarre sentimenti da testi. Un'annotazione manuale a 
più livelli è stata applicata ai dati Twitter per esplorare il sentiment e gli 
atteggiamenti degli utenti nei confronti della fecondità e della genitorialità. Il 
corpus è stato analizzato mediante risorse lessicali di emozioni e sentiment, per 
evidenziare come il linguaggio affettivo viene utilizzato in questo dominio. 
Dall’analisi emerge che i genitori esprimono un atteggiamento generalmente 
positivo nei confronti dei figli, mentre i figli sono più critici. Il corpus costituisce un 
primo passo verso la comprensione degli atteggiamenti verso fecondità e 
genitorialità espresse in forma spontanea in questo tipo di testi. 
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1 Introduction 

The proliferation of sensors, together with the increasing popularity of social media 
leaves traces. This massive dissemination of information heralds a new era in social 
studies, bringing about new research challenges and opportunities (King, 2011; 
Lazer et al., 2009; Aggarwal, 2013). Several studies have exploited online social 
media (i.e., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter). In particular, Twitter analysis has been 
used to distinguish cultural traits (Golder and Macy et al., 2011), as well as a 
multitude of aspects, ranging from political polarization (Conover et al., 2011) and 
polls (O’Connor et al., 2010) to finance (Bollen et al., 2011). Tweets have also 
proven useful in the analysis of sentiment (Pang and Lee, 2008), as well as in 
distinguishing emotions (Mohammad et al., 2013) or different kinds of irony (Sulis 
et al., 2016; Hernandez-Farias et al., 2016). These kinds of digital traces have 
already been used to study human behaviour. For example, web searches have been 
used to predict the spread of infectious diseases (Ginsberg et al., 2010); email has 
been used  to track migration (Zagheni and Weber, 2012), and mobile phones for 
daily life patterns (Gonzalez et al., 2008), as well as for economic development 
(Eagle et al., 2010). We, instead, focus here on the nexus between fertility and 
subjective wellbeing (SWB) by using filtered Twitter data in Italian. In particular, 
we investigate opinions and semantic orientation for fertility and parenthood.  
 There has been a recent increase in studies on subjective wellbeing and 
fertility (Clark et al. 2008; Kohler et al. 2005; Myrskylä & Margolis 2014). While 
these studies provide important information on the dynamics that link subjective 
wellbeing and childbearing and childrearing, they can only provide limited insights 
into the substantive role SWB plays in terms of individual fertility behaviour. 
Therefore, it can be difficult to explain fertility change without greater insight into 
the nature of SWB, and how it is discussed in relation to fertility. In this context, we 
want to understand whether social media content, and in particular Twitter data, can 
be exploited for investigating the opinions and semantic orientation around fertility 
and parenthood. This approach may provide new insights into the SWB-fertility 
nexus.  

Using Twitter data, SWB can be read indirectly. In particular, we propose a 
novel methodological framework relying on Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
techniques for text analysis and social media corpora development, which is aimed 
at extracting sentiments or moods, which in turn can be used to construct indirect 
SWB measures. This is, of course, different from survey questionnaires, where 
respondents typically report their wellbeing on a grading scale; and where skewed 
distribution is the norm, with few people reporting very low levels of SWB. With 
Twitter individuals’ opinions are posted spontaneously and often as a reaction to 
some emotionally-driven observation. Moreover, using Twitter we can incorporate, 
into our analysis, additional measures of attitudes towards children and parenthood. 
This offers wider geographical coverage than is found in normal survey information.  
As a reference dataset, we adopted all the tweets posted in Italian in 2014 from the 
TWITA collection (Basile and Nissim, 2013). A multi-step methodology was 
established in order to filter and select the relevant tweets concerning fertility and 
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parenthood. Then, in order to enable a deeper and more finely-grained analysis of 
sentiment-related phenomena for fertility and parenthood, a multi-layered manual 
annotation was applied to a random sample of the selected data. Here sentiment and 
irony on parenthood-related topics were annotated. One of the novelties of the 
semantic annotation scheme we created is that it allowed us to mark up information 
not only for sentiment polarity, but also for the specific semantic areas/sub-topics 
that may be the target of sentiment in the analysis of the link between SWB, 
parenthood, and fertility. This is a necessary first step in enabling further analysis of 
this kind of content.  

The corpus was also analysed with sentiment and emotion lexicons in order 
to highlight relationships between the use of affective language and specific sub-
topics. This analysis is useful per se, but it is also functional in addressing the 
automatic sentiment classification task. The annotated corpus is available to the 
research community. Its development constitutes only a first step and is a 
precondition for further analysis. Further analysis would involve extracting from the 
corpus, which includes semantically enriched data, measures of SWB constructed in 
an indirect way, which might improve our understanding of attitudes to fertility and 
parenthood.  

2 TW-SWELLFER: Dataset and Annotation Methodology 

As a reference dataset, we adopted all the tweets posted in Italian language in 2014, 
which were retrieved through the Twitter Streaming API and applying the Italian 
filter proposed within the TWITA project (Basile and Nissim, 2013). The dataset 
includes 259,893,081 tweets (4,766,342 geotagged). We applied a multi-step 
methodology in order to filter and select those relevant tweets concerning fertility 
and parenthood. We could not rely on the exploitation of one or few hashtags or 
other elements that allow identifying posts on fertility and parenthood. In fact, these 
topics are somehow spread in the dataset and messages may contain relevant 
information on such subjects even if the main topic of the post is different. We are 
facing a situation where, on the one hand, the set of the data that are potentially 
relevant for our specific analysis is wider than usual; on the other hand, it is more 
difficult to identify the presence of information related to the topics we are 
interested in. In a first step, eleven hashtags2 and other nineteen keywords have been 
chosen for selecting tweets of interest. This list is the result of a combination of a 
manual content analysis and a linguistic analysis on synonyms. We obtain a total 
amount of 3.9 million tweets. A second filtering step consisted in removing noisy 
tweets from corpus. Tweets posted by companies/institutions/newspapers accounts 
have been deleted: they are messages not concerning individual expressions. Finally, 
duplicated tweets not marked as RT were deleted.  

                                                
2 #papa, #mamma, #babbo, #incinta, #primofiglio, #secondofiglio, #futuremamme, #maternita, #paternità, 
#allattamento, #gravidanza. 
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2.1 Annotation scheme and annotation process 

We developed and applied to our dataset an annotation model aimed at studying two 
aspects: the polarity of sentiment expressed in the tweets, but also specific 
parenthood-related topics discussed in Twitter that are the target of the sentiment. 

Sentiment polarity. To build our annotation model, we relied on a standard 
annotation scheme on sentiment polarity (POLARITY), by exploiting the same 
labels POS, NEG, NONE and MIXED provided the organizers of the shared task for 
sentiment analysis in Twitter for Italian (Basile et al., 2014). Also the 
presence/absence of irony has been marked in order to be able to reason on 
sentiment polarity also in case of use of figurative devices. In order to mark irony, 
we introduced two polarized ironic labels: HUMNEG, for ironic tweets with 
negative polarity, and HUMPOS for ironic tweets with positive polarity.  

Parenthood-related semantic areas. A set of labels marks the specific 
semantic areas (or SUBTOPICS) of the tweets related to the parenthood domain. 
This part of the annotation scheme is very important since somehow provides us 
with a semantic grid in order to analyse which are the aspects of parenthood that are 
discussed on Twitter. We considered 7 labels, suggested by a group three experts on 
the subjective well-being and fertility domain, after a manual analysis of a subset of 
the tweets:  TOBEPA - Being parents (to mark when the user generically comments 
about his status of parent; TOBESO - Being sons/daughters (to mark the when the 
user is a son/daughters that comments on the parent-son/daughters relationship; 
DAILYLIFE - Daily life (to mark messages commenting on recurring situation in 
everyday life in the relationship between parents and children); JUDGOTHERPA - 
Judgment over other parents behaviour (to mark comments on educations of 
children, e.g., comments of behaviours which does not seems to be appropriated for 
the parent role; FUTURE - Children’ future (to mark tweets where parents do 
express sentiments about the future of children; BECOMPA - To become parents ( 
to mark tweets where users speak about the prospect or fear of being parents; POL - 
Political side (to mark tweets talking about laws having impact on being parents. 

Two additional tags (IN-TOPIC/OFFTOPIC) have been added to allow 
annotators to mark if the tweet is relevant. The addition of this tag was necessary 
because of the noise still present in the dataset. Furthermore, the manual annotation 
will produce also data to be used in order to create a supervised topic classifier from 
the whole TW-SWELLFER corpus.  

A random sample of 5,566 tweets from TW-SWELLFER has been collected. 
On this sample we applied crowdsourcing for manual annotation via the 
Crowdflower platform3. We relied on CrowdFlower controls to exclude unreliable 
annotators and spammers based on hidden tests created by developing a set of gold-
standard test questions equipped with gold reasons. The annotator’s task was, first, 
to mark if the post is IN- or OFF-TOPIC (or unintelligible), and then to mark for IN-
TOPIC posts, on the one hand, the polarity and presence of irony, on the other hand, 
the subtopics. Precise guidelines were provided to the annotators. 

                                                
3 https://www.crowdflower.com/   
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Overall, for each tweet at least three independent annotations were collected. 

We used majority voting to select the true label. We obtained the following results. 
In-topic vs off-topic. Manual annotation on this aspect resulted in 2,355 in-topic 
tweets (42.3%) and 3,136 off-topic (56.3%); the remaining 75 tweets were discarded 
(cases of disagreement). Thanks to the preliminary filtering steps, the proportion of 
in-topic tweets is pretty high compared to common results from different Twitter 
based content and opinion analysis (Ceron et al., 2014). 
Polarity, irony, sub-topics (in-topic tweets). We obtained 1,545 tweets labeled 
with the same tags for all the layers (POLARITY, IRONY and SUBTOPICS).  We 
call it the TW-SWELLFER-GOLD corpus. 

3 Analysis 

Regarding IN-TOPIC tweets (2,355 posts), the 26.4% has been labeled as positive 
and 22.3% as negative, giving us a guidance on what might be the general feeling in 
Twitter about the research topics on happiness and parenthood. The irony issue is 
limited to a 15.7% of all the messages and negative irony prevails (10.1% of 
negative ironic tweets and 5.6% of positive ironic tweets), while neutral tweets are 
just the 8.3%. The amount of mixed tweets is limited to 1.2% (remaining 26% are 
labelled as NULL because annotators didn’t agree on polarity, irony and subtopics 
labels). Overall, it seems that positive and negative feelings towards family, 
parenthood and fertility appear more or less equally spread through Twitter Italy. 
Even if the positive posts are a little bit more than the negative ones, ironic tweets 
must be considered: most of them are negative ironic posts (i.e., insulting/damaging 
the target) balancing the slight difference between pure positive and negative tweets. 
Furthermore, this particular topic, combined with the nature of communication in 
Twitter via short direct message, discourages people to stand in the grey (neutral) 
area, as could happens in other cases: about the 90% of the tweets shows an explicit 
polarity, meaning that people take a side and express their opinions.  

Which are these opinions and about what? Going further with the analysis 
and looking also at the contents, so taking into consideration the “topic specification 
attribute and its values (Fig. 1), the largest category refers to sons tweets (TOBESO, 
40.3%), in which children are discussing and posting about being children and/or 
about relating themselves with parents. Parents tag (TOBEPA) settles on 15% and 
becoming tag (BECOMEPA) on 10%. Remaining categories have minor impact, all 
being in between 1% and 6% (e.g., JUDGOTHERPA, 6,5%; DAILYLIFE: 5,6%). 

3.1 Sentiment and emotion analysis 

We performed a lexical analysis on the annotated corpus which concerns different 
aspects of affect: sentiment and emotions. As we will see, the distribution of terms 
in each group of messages reveals interesting patterns.  
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The whole polarity of messages has been computed by exploiting four 

existing sentiment lexical resources (Nissim and Patti, 2016) and summing positive 
and negative terms. A normalization is finally performed, i.e. dividing the polarity 
value by the number of terms in each group. In particular, the four lexica considered 
(LIWC, HuLiu, Emolex and Afinn4) count more positive terms in positive messages. 
Similarly, negative terms are more frequent in negative messages. Ironic messages 
reveal a similar pattern, even if smoothed. Table 1 presents some results. 
 
Table 1: Polarity values according to different lexicons in tweets tagged with different labels. 

Tag polarityLIWC polarityHuLiu polarityEmoLex polarityAfinn 
POS 1.062 0.220 0.621 3.512 
NEG -1.609 0.037 0.122 0.390 
HUMPOS 0.194 0.122 0.225 2.293 
HUMNEG -0.336 0.078 0.637 0.610   
BECOMEPA 1.502 0.732 0.182 -1.643 
TOBESO 1.969 0.876 0.018 1.561 
FUTURE 0.931 0.079 0.174 -2.058 
TOBEPA 1.939 1.379 0.178 5.036 
JUDGOTHERPA 1.883 0.896 0.118 -1.110 
 
The emotion lexicon indicates also larger frequency of terms related to anger, 
sadness, fear and disgust in negative messages than in positive ones (Fig. 2, left). 
Instead, messages contain more terms related to joy, anticipation and surprise. Some 
suggestions can be derived in the comparison of polarity categories and the 
corresponding ironic ones. For instance, terms related to joy are more frequent in 
ironic negative messages than in negative ones. It is an insight of the polarity 
reversal phenomena, where a shift is produced by the adoption of a seemingly 
positive statement, to reflect a negative one (Sulis et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 1: Distribution of emotions by polarity (left) and sub-topics (right). 

The analysis of sub-topic specifications reveals a positive polarity for messages 
concerning TOBEPA, while BECOMEPA has a more negative polarity (Table 1). 
Focusing on the emotion lexicon, TOBEPA has an higher incidence of Joy words 

                                                
4 LIWC(http://liwc.wpengine.com/); Hu&Liu (Hu and Liu, 2004); AFINN (Nielsen, 2011); Emolex 
(Mohammad et al., 2013). 
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(Fig. 2, right). Messages concerning educations of children (JUDGOTHERPA) 
contain a high frequency of anger and disgust term. The category TOBESO is more 
controversial, having the higher frequency of negative terms as fear, but also trust, 
as well as having the lower frequency of Joy terms. Coherently, anticipation is more 
frequent in the BECOMEPA group of messages. Overall, it seems that daughter and 
sons are more critics toward parents, whereas. parents seem to express a more 
positive attitude towards their daugthers and sons. 

4 Conclusions 

The contribution of this paper is the exploration of opinions and semantic 
orientations related to fertility and parenthood as found in about three million Italian 
tweets. To this end, we developed a Twitter corpus of social media contents. This 
corpus was, then, annotated with a novel semantic annotation scheme not only for 
sentiment polarity, but also for the specific semantic areas/sub-topics which were the 
target of sentiment in the fertility-SWB domain. The corpus was further analysed by 
using sentiment and emotion lexicons in order to highlight the relationships between 
the use of affective language and specific sub-topics in the fertility-SWB domain. 

In addition, this work brings Italy into the debate on the nexus between 
subjective wellbeing and fertility. Italy, in fact, has been excluded from ongoing 
research on the topic because of a lack of suitable longitudinal data (Frey and 
Stutzer 2000, Kohler et al. 2005; Clark et al. 2008; Myrskylä and Margolis 2014). 
More must be done in order to enable a fruitful exploitation of these data, for 
demographic purposes. It would be particularly important to extract the information 
about the educational and socio-demographic traits of users in the dataset. 
Investigations into the relationship between social media data and official statistics 
is also a promising direction. By using the geocodes associated with tweets, research 
can link major – positive and negative – signals stemming from the sentiment 
analysis of the resident population in a given area (Italian provinces or NUTS-3 
level) with the socio-economic characteristics of that area and the presence of 
childcare services. In addition, further investigations might exploit the information 
about the specific semantic areas considered in the present study. Aggregating geo-
referenced messages into administrative areas, other interesting correlations can be 
detected. This analysis might shed light on the use of social media content in 
predicting demographic variables. 
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